
THE CHIRICAHUA APACHES:
 A CONCISE HISTORY

LEGENDS AND MYTHS OF
ARIZONA HISTORY

  This presentation covers the life of Naiche, a Chiricahua Apache of the 
     Chokonen band and son of the famous chief Cochise. Born around 
        1856, Naiche had the position of chief thrust upon him after the 
          untimely death of his older brother Taza. Initially he  lived at 
           peace with the white men until he broke from the  reservation 
            in September 1881, aligning himself with Geronimo. Ultimately
            a tragic �gure, Naiche had to bear the humiliation of being the 
           chief who surrendered his people to the US Army. This power 
          point also covers his Prisoner-of-War period as well as his later 
         years, where he �nished out his life on the Mescalero Reservation.

   Speaker: Bill Cavaliere     Time: September 9th at noon 

  By the time he was hanged in 1903, Augustine Chacón had become
      the most notorious Mexican outlaw in the Arizona Territory. His 
        alleged crimes had made him a virtual legend, but the facts show 
         that Chacón wasn’t the blood thirsty �end he was made out to 
          be. Journalists of the era chased sensationalist stories, pandering
           to a readership that longed for excitement. Each retelling of 
           Chacón’s exploits added outlandish details, painting the escaped 
          prisoner as a brutal gunman responsible for as many as �fty two 
         murders. In reality, Augustine Chacón may not even have killed 
        the man he was hanged for shooting. Join author David Grassé as
       he uncovers the true story of Arizona’s most enduring criminal legend.

Speaker: David  Grassé     Time: November 11th at noon 

WIN FIZ LANDS IN WILLCOX

Cal Rodgers was the �rst man to own his own Wright Flyer. He made                           
the very �rst transcontinental �ight in 1911. He landed in Willcox,                              
Arizona on that �ight on Halloween afternoon and spent the night.                                  
It was his only stop in Cochise County. He was followed by a train                                   
that carried his mother and his wife, (who did not get along),                                 
eight mechanics, and parts of another plane, It also carried the                                   
new grape drink, Vin Fiz, to serve at each stop. This is an amazing                                     
story of all the events that occurred during his �ight and with                                  
his family and crew focusing especially from El Paso on to Long                                  

Beach and his stay in Willcox.                                

Speaker: Kathy Klump     Time: October 14th at noon                       


